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Abstract We investigate young type Ia supernova remnants
(SNRs) in our Galaxy and neighbouring galaxies in order to
understand their properties and early stage of their evolu-
tion. Here we present a radio continuum study based on new
and archival data from the Australia Telescope Compact Ar-
ray (ATCA) towards N 103B, a young (≤1000 yrs) spectro-
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scopically confirmed type Ia SNR in the Large Magellanic
Cloud (LMC) and proposed to have originated from a single
degenerate (SD) progenitor. The radio morphology of this
SNR is asymmetrical with two bright regions towards the
north-west and south-west of the central location as defined
by radio emission.
N 103B identified features include: a radio spectral index
of −0.75 ± 0.01 (consistent with other young type Ia SNRs
in the Galaxy); a bulk SNR expansion rate as in X-rays;
morphology and polarised electrical field vector measure-
ments where we note radial polarisation peak towards the
north-west of the remnant at both 5500 and 9000 MHz.
The spectrum is concave-up and the most likely reason is
the non-linear diffusive shock acceleration (NLDSA) effects
or presence of two different populations of ultra-relativistic
electrons.
We also note unpolarised clumps near the south-west re-
gion which is in agreement with this above scenario. We de-
rive a typical magnetic field strength for N 103B of 16.4 µG
for an average rotation measurement of 200 rad m−2. How-
ever, we estimate the equipartition field to be of the order
of ∼235 µG with an estimated minimum energy of Emin =
6.3 × 1048 erg. The close (∼ 0.5◦) proximity of N 103B to
the LMC mid-plane indicates that an early encounter with
dense interstellar medium may have set an important con-
strain on SNR evolution.
Finally, we compare features of N 103B to six other
young type Ia SNRs in the LMC and Galaxy, with a range of
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proposed degeneracy scenarios to highlight potential differ-
ences due to a different models. We suggest that the single
degenerate scenario might point to morphologically asym-
metric type Ia supernova explosions.
Keywords ISM: individual objects: N 103B · ISM:
supernova remnants · Radio continuum: ISM · Supernovae:
general
1 Introduction
Supernovae (SNe) play important roles in cosmology. Type
Ia SNe have been used as standard candles to constrain cos-
mological parameters, providing the first and best evidence
of cosmic acceleration and dark energy (Riess et al. 1998;
Perlmutter et al. 1999). Further, SNe shape the way that
galaxies form and evolve. SNe distribute the products of
stellar nucleosynthesis into the interstellar medium (ISM),
enriching, heating and compressing gas that forms second
and third generation stars. The combined effect of many
SN explosions in star-forming galaxies can drive gas out
of galaxies and into the circum- and intergalactic medium.
Observations of high-redshift star-forming galaxies have
shown abundant evidence of galactic-scale outflows; as Stei-
del et al. (2010) and Nuza et al. (2019) have noted, virtually
every z > 2 galaxy bright enough to be observed spectro-
scopically is driving out material at several hundred kilome-
ters per second.
As a result, observations of SNe in the local/nearby Uni-
verse can inform both the measurement of cosmological pa-
rameters and theoretical models of galaxy formation. Data
from nearby SNe and supernova remnants (SNRs) via sys-
tematic monitoring campaigns are particularly useful since
many of these systems offer time-domain data that are costly
to obtain or not possible at higher redshift.
In particular, nearby Universe observations have the po-
tential for understanding the causes of SNe, assuming that
the explosion mechanisms do not significantly change over
cosmic time. Type Ia SNe (a.k.a. thermonuclear (TN)) are
believed to occur when a white dwarf (WD) close to the
Chandrasekhar mass, reigniting explosive nuclear reactions.
This is most likely to occur in a binary system, either by
the accretion from a non-degenerate companion star (the so-
called single degenerate scenario, SD) or via a merger with
another WD (double degenerate scenario, DD). Core col-
lapse SNe (CC; SN II, SN Ib and SN Ic) result from the
collapse of a single short lived massive star (> 8M) as it
exhausts its nuclear fuel. Intriguingly, the ratio of SN Ia to
CC explosions is lower in large disk galaxies (like the Milky
Way) than in dwarf irregular galaxies, implying that Galactic
environment and different star formation rate (SFR) cannot
be ignored (Tsujimoto et al. 1995). This effect is been shown
by the recent observational evidence from nearby dwarfs–
Magellanic Clouds (see Maggi et al. 2016).
A major remaining unknown is the proportion of type
Ia SNe that result from the SD and DD scenarios (see e.g.
Nomoto and Kondo 1991; Fryer et al. 2010). The decisive
signature of an SD explosion is the observation of the sur-
viving companion star, because the merger of the two WDs
in the DD scenario leaves no remnant star. Other signatures
include a dense circumstellar medium (Douvion et al. 2001;
Blair et al. 2007; Williams et al. 2012), accretion winds
from the progenitor system (Hachisu et al. 1996; Sano et al.
2018), and strong K-shell emission from Ni and Mn (Yam-
aguchi et al. 2015). Detailed observations of type Ia SNRs,
to reconstruct the scene of the explosion and pinpoint the
likely location of a surviving companion (if it exists), are re-
quired to distinguish between the SN scenarios. There may
be other ways in which SNR indicate the scenario of their
creation (Chakraborti et al. 2016).
Studies of SNRs in the Milky Way suffer from imprecise
distance measurements and foreground absorption from the
Galactic plane. Many of these problems are largely over-
come by studying SNRs in the Large Magellanic Cloud
(LMC). The LMC, with an distance of ∼50 kpc (Macri
et al. 2006; Pietrzyński et al. 2019) and a near face on ori-
entation (inclination angle of 35◦), is near enough to allow
deep, high-resolution, multi-frequency observations (Maggi
et al. 2016; Bozzetto et al. 2017). The LMC has active star-
forming regions, and is located outside of the Galactic plane
where absorption by gas and dust is reasonably low. The
Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC), by contrast, has a smaller
SNR population (Filipović et al. 2008; Maggi et al. 2019; Ti-
tus et al. 2019; Joseph et al. 2019), and in particular, no ob-
vious young (< 1000 yrs) type Ia SNRs (Roper et al. 2015;
Sano et al. 2019b). The nearby Andromeda group (including
M 31 and M 33) is too distant to allow the study of SN de-
generacy scenarios (Galvin et al. 2012; Galvin and Filipovic
2014; Sasaki et al. 2018). As a result, LMC SNRs have been
the subject of our considerable observational effort (Bojičić
et al. 2007; Cajko et al. 2009; Crawford et al. 2008, 2010,
2014; Grondin et al. 2012; Bozzetto et al. 2010, 2012a,b,c,d,
2013, 2014a,b, 2015; De Horta et al. 2012, 2014a; Haberl
et al. 2012; Kavanagh et al. 2013, 2015a,b,c, 2016, 2019;
Brantseg et al. 2014; Bozzetto and Filipović 2014; Warth
et al. 2014; Maggi et al. 2014; Reid et al. 2015; Alsaberi
et al. 2019; Maitra et al. 2019).
In this paper, we focus on N 103B, a young (380–860
yrs) SNR in the LMC (Rest et al. 2005). It is located close
to a dense H II region (Chu and Kennicutt 1988), and only
∼ 40 pc from the young star cluster NGC 1850 (Li et al.
2017). X-ray (Hughes et al. 1995), CO (Sano et al. 2018)
and optical studies (Rest et al. 2005, 2008) have shown that
it is likely to be a type Ia SNR; Li et al. (2017) observed
a main sequence star that is likely to be the surviving com-
panion. As shown in Fig. 1, N 103B is not a simple spherical
shell, showing significant structural asymmetries. The rem-
nant has a diameter of 6.8 pc (Bozzetto et al. 2017), with
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Fig. 1 Three-colour image of
Chandra X-ray emission from
N 103B (Lewis et al. 2003). The
colours represent three energy
bands: 0.3–0.6 keV,
0.6–0.9 keV, and 0.9–7.0 keV
(red, green, and blue,
respectively). Yellow contours
correspond to ALMA CO(1–0)
emission integrated between
244.8 and 252.8 km s−1
(contour levels are
5,10, . . . ,45 K km s−1), and
indicate the potential molecular
gas association found by Sano
et al. (2018). Four circles show
regions containing optical
nebula knots, as seen in the HST
Hα emission (Li et al. 2017)
the Western hemisphere that is ∼ 3 times brighter than the
Eastern hemisphere (Dickel and Milne 1995). The shell is
Balmer-dominated in the optical wavelengths, which indi-
cates the effects of propagating to a partially neutral circum-
stellar medium (CSM Ghavamian et al. 2017). N 103B is
somewhat similar to the Kepler SNR, another young type Ia
SNR (Reynolds et al. 2007). Recent morphological studies
of H I and CO reinforce this picture, and suggest that the
SN explosion occurred inside a medium heavily influenced
by nearby OB stars and by the SN progenitor itself before it
enters the WD stage (Sano et al. 2018).
Our paper is organised as following: Sect. 2 introduces
our observations and data reduction. Section 3 shows our
polarisation images of N 103B, discussing its implications
for the supernova and its aftermath. In Sect. 4 we compare
N 103B to similar young type Ia SNRs and finally conclu-
sions are summarized in Sect. 5.
2 New ATCA observations and augmented
data
The new and archival1 ATCA observations of N 103B are
now discussed. The data from two ATCA observation cam-
1Australia Telescope Online Archive (ATOA), hosted by the Australia
Telescope National Facility (ATNF): atoa.atnf.csiro.au.
paigns: one prior to the Compact Array Broadband Backend
(CABB) upgrade (project C148), and the other using CABB
(projects CX310, CX403, and C3229). Details of these ob-
servations are listed in Table 1.
C148 data (pre-CABB) include observations at 4786 and
8640 MHz over four days in 1992–1993, with four different
arrays—6A, 6C, 1.5D, and 1.5B respectively. Primary cali-
bration (bandpass and flux density) used source PK B1934–
638 for all four days, while secondary calibration (phase)
used source PKS B0407–658 for one day 27th Jun 1992, and
PKS 0407–810 for the other three days. More details can be
found in Dickel and Milne (1995). CABB data observations
were made over three days in 2015-18, with different array
configuration (6A, 6C, and EW352) at frequencies of 5500
and 9000 MHz. Primary calibration used source PKS 1934–
638 (2015 and 2018) and PKS B0823–500 (2017). Source
PKS B0530–727 was used as a secondary calibration for all
CABB data. We reduced the data with the MIRIAD2 (Sault
et al. 1995) and KARMA3 (Gooch 1997) software packages.
We used the MIRIAD task invert with input parameter,
robust, which has a range between −2 and 2, where: −2 is
uniform weight, and 2 is natural weight. Robust has been
selected to be 0 at 5500, 4786 and 9000 MHz; and 1 at
2http://www.atnf.csiro.au/computing/software/miriad/.
3http://www.atnf.csiro.au/computing/software/karma/.
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Table 1 ATCA observational data of SNR N 103B
Date Project code Array configuration No. channels Bandwidth (GHz) Frequency ν (MHz) References
1992 Jun 27 C148 6A 33 0.128 4786 Dickel and Milne (1995)
1993 Feb 21 C148 6C 33 0.128 4786, 8640 Dickel and Milne (1995)
1993 Mar 15 C148 1.5D 33 0.128 4786, 8640 Dickel and Milne (1995)
1993 Mar 20 C148 1.5B 33 0.128 4786, 8640 Dickel and Milne (1995)
2015 Jan 01 CX310 6A 2049 2.048 5500, 9000 Our observation
2017 Dec 25 CX403 6C 2049 2.048 5500, 9000 Our observation
2018 Mar 27 C3229 EW352 2049 2.048 5500, 9000 Our observation
Table 2 Details of N 103B images used in this study
λ (cm) ν (MHz) Beam size (arcsec) RMS (mJy beam−1)
6 4786 2.7 × 2.3 0.237
6 5500 1.8 × 1.3 0.031
3 8640 3.6 × 2.4 0.351
3 9000 1.10 × 0.85 0.022
8640 MHz. MIRIAD tasks: mfclean and restor were used
to clean and deconvolve CABB data, while the tasks clean
and restor were used to clean and deconvolve pre-CABB
data.
The resulting image properties from this reduction pro-
cess are summarised in Table 2. The image at 4786 MHz is a
combination of all four observing days, while at 8640 MHz
we used only three days because of the strong radio-
interference on 27th Jun 1992. This negatively affected the
spatial resolution of this image. The images at 5500 and
9000 MHz combine three days of observations and have
the lowest RMS noise due to favourable atmospheric condi-
tions.
3 Results and discussion
3.1 Radio morphology
Figure 2 (left) shows the ATCA (pre-CABB) image of SNR
N 103B at 4786 MHz, overlaid with contours of 8640 MHz
emission. The right panel shows the ATCA (CABB) image
of SNR N 103B at 5500 MHz, with contours of 4786 MHz
emission.
With a geometric centre of RA(J2000) = 05h08m59.4s
and Dec(J2000) = −68◦43′35′′, SNR N 103B shows a
somewhat circular shell with significant morphological
asymmetries. In particular, there are two bright regions to-
ward the north-west and south-west. As we will discuss fur-
ther in Sect. 4, N 103B is morphologically distinct to other
Fig. 2 ATCA (pre-CABB) image of SNR N 103B at 4786 MHz
(left) and CABB at 5500 MHz (right) overlaid with contour map at
8640 MHz (left; red) and 4786 MHz (right; magenta). The red contour
levels are: 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, and 4 mJy beam−1 while the magenta contour
levels are: 1.5, 2.5, 3.5, 5.5, and 7.5 mJy beam−1. The ellipse in the
lowest left corner is the synthesised beam of 2.′′7 × 2.′′3 and 1.′′8 × 1.′′3,
respectively. The sidebar on the right hand side of each image repre-
sents the used gray scale gradient in mJy beam−1. The RMS noise of
the 4786 MHz image is 0.24 mJy beam−1, 5500 MHz image is 0.031
mJy beam−1, and 0.35 mJy beam−1 in the 8640 MHz image
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Table 3 Flux density measurements of SNR N 103B at multiple fre-
quencies
ν (MHz) Flux density Sν (Jy) Telescope Reference
84 8.02 MWA For et al. (2018)
107 4.95 MWA For et al. (2018)
115 4.44 MWA For et al. (2018)
118 4.69 MWA For et al. (2018)
122 4.32 MWA For et al. (2018)
130 4.19 MWA For et al. (2018)
143 3.43 MWA For et al. (2018)
150 3.45 MWA For et al. (2018)
155 3.42 MWA For et al. (2018)
158 3.11 MWA For et al. (2018)
166 2.94 MWA For et al. (2018)
173 3.10 MWA For et al. (2018)
189 2.59 MWA For et al. (2018)
196 2.65 MWA For et al. (2018)
200 2.80 MWA For et al. (2018)
408 1.57 Molonglo Bozzetto et al. (2017)
843 0.613 MOST Bozzetto et al. (2017)
1377 0.496 ATCA Bozzetto et al. (2017)
4750 0.429 Parkes Bozzetto et al. (2017)
4800 0.217 ATCA Bozzetto et al. (2017)
4850 0.426 Parkes Bozzetto et al. (2017)
5000 0.360 Parkes Bozzetto et al. (2017)
5500 0.380 ATCA This work
8550 0.226 Parkes Bozzetto et al. (2017)
8640 0.138 ATCA Bozzetto et al. (2017)
9000 0.130 ATCA This work
14700 0.16 Parkes Bozzetto et al. (2017)
young (∼400 yrs; Roper et al. 2018) type Ia SNR, which are
generally much more symmetric.
3.2 Radio spectral index
SNR radio spectra can often be described as a pure power-
law of frequency: Sν ∝ να , where Sν is flux density, ν is
frequency, and α is the spectral index. Such a simple math-
ematical form stems from the test-particle diffusive shock
acceleration (DSA) theory (Axford et al. 1977; Krymskii
1977; Bell 1978; Blandford and Ostriker 1978). To more ac-
curately measure the spectral index of our source, we com-
bine our observations with flux density measurements across
a wide range of frequencies from the Murchison Widefield
Array (MWA; For et al. 2018); 84–200 MHz and Molon-
glo, Parkes and ATCA (408–14700 MHz), as shown in Ta-
ble 3.
In Fig. 3 (left) we plot N 103B flux density vs. frequency.
The relative errors (assumed 10% uncertainty in all flux den-
sity measurement) are used for the error bars on a logarith-
mic plot. The best power-law weighted least-squares fit is
shown (thick black line), with the spatially integrated spec-
tral index 〈α〉 = −0.75 ± 0.01 which is marginally higher,
but still consistent with the previous measured value of
−0.67 of Dickel and Milne (1995). This steeper radio spec-
tral index value is typical of young SNRs (Urošević 2014;
Bozzetto et al. 2017). Actually, a couple of theoretical mod-
els have been proposed recently to account for such steep
spectra observed in a significant number of young SNRs.
These include oblique-shock effects (Bell et al. 2011), as
well as the loss of cosmic-ray energy to turbulence and mag-
netic field at the non-relativistic quasi-parallel shocks (Bell
et al. 2019). In addition, Pavlović (2017) demonstrated that
the steep overall radio spectral index of SNR G1.9+0.3 can
be explained only by means of the efficient non-linear diffu-
sive shock acceleration (NLDSA).
Despite the actual scatter in data one can also discuss the
apparent curvature in the overall radio spectrum. The curved
radio spectra of young SNRs are usually interpreted as a re-
sult of an underlying NLDSA process (Reynolds and Ellison
1992; Jones et al. 2003; De Looze et al. 2017). To model
NLDSA effects on the global radio continuum spectrum, we
used a simple varying power-law of the form Sν ∝ να+c log ν ,
where c represent a curvature parameter. The obvious better
fit is obtained (see green dotted line in Fig. 3 for NLDSA
fit). It has a large curvature (c = 0.16 ± 0.03) in compar-
ison with the value of 0.03, for the case of Cas A (Onić
and Urošević 2015). It is interesting to note that spatial vari-
ations in the spectral index in the case of Cas A remnant
have also been proposed to be due to power-laws of dif-
ferent slopes rather than a single curved spectrum (Wright
et al. 1999). In that sense, we also tried to interpret the
integrated radio continuum of this remnant by assuming
synchrotron radiation by two different cosmic-ray electron
populations (TWO POP) that possibly reside in the SNR.
In fact, we used a simple sum of two power-laws of the
form Sν = S1να1 + S2να2 . The fit is even better in this case
but requires a very high value for a steeper spectral index
(α1 = −1.90 ± 0.40, α2 = −0.58 ± 0.07), that is not usu-
ally seen in SNRs (see red dashed line in Fig. 3 for TWO
POP. fit). Of course, a high scatter in data points especially
between 4–5 GHz prevent us from making firm conclusions
on the particle acceleration properties based solely on the in-
tegrated radio continuum. For all the weighted least-squares
fitting of the radio continuum we have used the MPFIT4
(Markwardt 2009) package written in IDL, with starting val-
ues estimated from the data.
On the other hand, the analysis of spatial variations in the
radio continuum spectral index within the SNR is very im-
portant (see e.g. discussion on the properties of SNRs Tycho,
Cas A, as well as SN 1978A; Katz-Stone et al. 2000; An-
derson and Rudnick 1996; Zanardo et al. 2013). Such spatial
4http://purl.com/net/mpfit.
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Fig. 3 Left: Radio continuum spectrum of SNR N 103B, from MWA
and ATCA data (Table 3). The black solid line shows a linear least
squares fit in logarithmic space, giving the spatially integrated spectral
index of 〈α〉 = −0.75±0.01. The simple NLDSA model is represented
by a green dotted line, while the model that assumes two different pop-
ulations of electron is shown as a dashed red line. The relative errors
(assumed 10% uncertainty in each flux density measurement) are used
for the error bars on a logarithmic plot. Right: Spectral index map for
N 103B at 5500 MHz, showing a shallower index where the emission
is brightest. The uncertainty in α is < 0.2
variations are generally linked to the electron acceleration
processes that among other processes depend on the evolu-
tion of the SNR. It can be concluded that the synchrotron
radio spectral index traces the distribution of energy among
cosmic-ray electron populations and can probe the compres-
sion ratio of the shock on a local scale. That is why we can
use these results to study properties of the particle accelera-
tion mechanisms. In that sense, understanding of the spatial
variation of the spectral index and emission across young
SNRs is imperative.
Figure 3 (right) shows a map of the spectral index for
N 103B. It can be seen that the spectral index distribution
across the remnant is not at all uniform. The spectral index
is shallower (between −0.7 an −0.8) in the bright regions
on the Western side of N 103B, and steeper in the centre
and Eastern side of the SNR (from −0.8 to around −0.9;
0.1 < α < 0.2). This could indicate different emission
and/or particle acceleration scenarios for different regions
(various population of electrons are contributing). It should
be noted that the steep spectral indices are also observed in
the regions where SNR interact with molecular environment
as seen in Fig. 1, contrary to the usual expectations that in-
volve simple compression (amplification) of magnetic field.
This is somewhat similar to what we observed in the case
of Galactic SNR Vela Jr. (Maxted et al. 2018) and LMC
SNR N 63A (Sano et al. 2019a). However, both of these
SNRs are most likely result of CC explosion. If the elec-
tron energy spectrum hardens at lower frequencies, regions
in which the magnetic field is higher than the surround-
ings will both appear brighter and have a flatter spectrum
than the surroundings. Actually, regions in which the mag-
netic field is stronger would appear both brighter and with
a flatter spectrum. Of course, if the shock wave is signifi-
cantly decelerated due to the interaction with the molecular
cloud environment, we expect less efficient particle accel-
eration which leads to the steeper radio spectral indices. In
addition, optical images show Hα emission along the entire
periphery of the Western portion of the shock, with [O III]
and [S II] lines emitted from a few dense clumps where the
shock has probably become radiative (Williams et al. 2014).
These regions coincide with spectral indices between −0.7
and −0.8.
An important clue for this analysis can be found in the
linear polarisation maps at 5500 and 9000 MHz discussed
in Sect. 3.4 (see also Fig. 4). Linear polarisation is detected
mainly where the emission is brightest, in the Western part
of the remnant. However, a bit less pronounced linear po-
larisation is also seen in the Eastern parts of the SNR. Ra-
dial and oblique orientation of the ordered magnetic field is
more dominant in the regions of high radio and X-ray emis-
sion (Western parts). Quasi-perpendicular shock geometries
are more pronounced in the Eastern parts of the SNR, which
can explain less efficient particle acceleration in these re-
gions. Still, we note that Caprioli et al. (2018) have showed
that the high-energy particles can be effectively reflected
and accelerated regardless of shock inclination via so-called
diffusive shock re-acceleration process. They found that re-
accelerated Galactic cosmic-rays can drive the streaming in-
stability in the shock upstream and produce effective mag-
netic field amplification. This can then trigger the injection
of thermal particles even at quasi-perpendicular shocks.
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Fig. 4 (a) Polarisation intensity map of SNR N 103B at 5500 MHz.
The ellipse in the lower left corner shows the synthesised beam of
1.′′8 × 1.′′3. (b) Fractional Polarisation vectors (orange) overlaid on top
of the intensity map (gray scale) of SNR N 103B at 5500 MHz. The
blue ellipse is similar to (a) and the blue line below the ellipse repre-
sents 100% polarisation. Interestingly, we note a radio thermal emis-
sion toward the west (red ellipse). (c) Polarisation intensity map of
SNR N 103B at 9000 MHz. The ellipse in the lower left corner shows
the synthesised beam of 1.′′1 × 0.′′85. (d) Fractional Polarisation vec-
tors (orange) overlaid on top of the intensity map (gray scale) of SNR
N 103B at 9000 MHz. The blue ellipse is similar to (c) and the blue
line below the ellipse represents 100% polarisation
Finally, a word of caution regarding this discussion. As
the estimated uncertainty for the measured spectral indices
is between 0.1–0.2, it is therefore not possible to draw any
firm conclusions about this issue. Especially, we note that
the steepest α regions are correlated with the lowest signal
to noise regions.
3.3 Expansion
There are many difficulties measuring the expansion rate for
the SNR shell, because the CABB and pre-CABB data were
taken using different instrument setups and different band-
passes. Therefore, differences in SNR shell size at differ-
ent epochs (about 26 years apart) are difficult to disentangle
from the above mention observational and instrumental ef-
fects.
Nevertheless, we can place limits on the expansion ve-
locity of the shell. We compare the pre-CABB data with the
CABB image data, smoothing the lower spatial resolution
pre CABB image data (4786 MHz) to the higher resolu-
tion of the CABB data (5500 MHz) for an equivalent full
width half maximum (FWHM) of 0.5–1 arcsec resolution.
If we interpret the resulting differences in our radio images
as due to motion (rather than due to brightening, intrinsic
or instrumental), then our estimate of the expansion veloc-
ity is in range of 4000–9000 km s−1, this value is consistent
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with the result of Williams et al. (2018) 4170+1280−1310 km s−1
(∼ 0.017 arcsec yr−1), which are based on Chandra X-ray
observations.
3.4 Polarisation






where P is the mean fractional polarisation, SQ, SU , and SI
are integrated intensities for the Q, U , and I Stokes parame-
ters. The overall fractional polarisation of N 103B is 8 ± 1%
at 5500 MHz and 13 ± 3% at 9000 MHz. This is some-
what higher than the value of 5% determined by Dickel and
Milne (1995) at 4786 MHz. However, we emphasise that the
ATCA polarisation capabilities back in 1992–1993 were sig-
nificantly lower. Also, the depolarisation effect might play a
role caused by differential Faraday rotation.
Figure 4 shows polarisation intensity map at 5500 MHz
(Fig. 4a), fractional polarisation map at 5500 MHz (Fig. 4b),
polarisation intensity map at 9000 MHz (Fig. 4c), and frac-
tional polarisation map at 9000 MHz (Fig. 4d). All polarisa-
tion images haven’t been corrected for Faraday rotation. The
average polarisation intensity at 5500 and 9000 MHz are
∼0.09 and ∼0.05, respectively. The fractional polarisation
map at 5500 MHz reveals linear polarisation, particularly
where the emission is brightest in the east and north-west
of the remnant. This probably indicates the existence of co-
herent magnetic fields where the shell impacts the ISM. The
9000 MHz images show lower levels of polarisation, but a
similar pattern of intensity and direction with respect to the
radio emission.
Note an exception: the bright structure towards the west
(marked with red ellipse) is (total intensity) bright but un-
polarised. This structure is obvious in our new CABB im-
ages but unclear in pre-CABB images. This is due to the
fact that our new CABB images have better resolution and
lower RMS noise. Another possibility, however less likely,
is that this region either brightened or expanded significantly
faster than the rest of this remnant. The lack of polarisation
may indicate intense radio thermal emission coming from
this region.
3.5 Faraday rotation and magnetic field
We can measure interstellar magnetic fields through their ef-
fect on the propagation of linearly polarized radiation. As
the polarized emission from a radio source passes through
a magnetized, ionized plasma, the plane of polarisation ro-
tated due to the different phase velocities of the two polar-
isation modes. This Faraday rotation changes the position






where RM is in rad m−2, ne is the electron density in cm−3,
B‖ is the line of sight magnetic field strength in µG, and L is
the path length through the Faraday rotating medium in kpc.
The change in position angle of the radiation is:
X = X − X0 = RMλ2, (3)
Where X is the observed position angle at wavelength λ,
and X0 is the intrinsic position angle of the polarized emis-
sion. To overcome the nπ ambiguity in measurements of
the position angle, we require observations at three or more
wavelengths (Clarke 2004). To calculate RM, we split the
2048 MHz bandwidth at 5500 MHz into three 680 MHz sub
bands (4817, 5500, and 6183 MHz).
Figure 5 shows the measured RM for N 103B. The mean
value for RM in this SNR is 200 ± 20 rad m−2 (with a peak
of ≈ 460 rad m−2). Similar to the polarisation, the greatest
rotation measure can be seen close to where the total inten-
sity emission is brightest.
Having measured RM, we can use Eq. (2) to estimate the
magnetic field strength. Table 4 summarizes different esti-
mates of the electron density of N 103B. Li et al. (2017) es-
timated the mean electron number density toward the optical
knots or post-shock gas of N 103B to be ∼ 500–5000 cm−3.
Williams et al. (2014) calculated the post-shock gas’s elec-
tron number density to be ∼ 45 cm−3 using IR data. Someya
et al. (2014) estimated the plasma electron number density
to be ∼ 10–47 cm−3, while the estimate by van der Heyden
et al. (2002) is ∼ 7–25 cm−3 and Someya et al. (2014) re-
ported an electron number density of ∼ 2–10 cm−3 in the
ambient gas (pre-shock density). Therefore, the Faraday ro-
tation is through the shocked ionised gas, and thus the ne rel-
evant is 4 times that value. That would makes it ∼ 8–40 cm3,
so closer to van der Heyden et al. (2002) or Williams et al.
(2014) estimate, and narrow down the range of magnetic
field. There is no doubt that the range of ne shows wide
varieties but some are less applicable than others. The one
for the optical knots (high ne) are for small clumps and not
likely representing the overall medium density.
Using the average value of RM (200 rad m−2), and L as
the thickness of the compressed shell of the SNR (∼1.5 pc),
we find that the magnetic field strength values for N 103B
vary from 0.03 µG to 82.1 µG, with most values clustered
around 16.4 µG. The specific values are shown in Table 4.
We also use the equipartition formulae5 (Arbutina et al.
2012a, 2013; Urošević et al. 2018) to estimate the mag-
5http://poincare.matf.bg.ac.rs/~arbo/eqp/.
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Fig. 5 SNR N 103B at
5500 MHz (gray scale) overlaid
with 9000 MHz contours. The
contour levels are: 0.1, 0.2, 0.3,
0.4, 0.5, 0.6 and 0.7 mJy
beam−1. The pink boxes
represent RM estimated from
position angles associated with
linear polarisation. All boxes
have positive values, the
maximum value of RM is
≈ 460 rad m−2. The blue ellipse
in the lower left corner
represents the synthesised beam
of 1.′′8 × 1.′′3
Table 4 Electron density and magnetic field strength for N 103B based
on a various estimates for the electron density
ne (cm−3) References B (µG)
500–5000 Li et al. (2017) 0.3–0.03
45 Williams et al. (2014) 3.6
10–47 Someya et al. (2014) 16.4–3.4
7–25 van der Heyden et al. (2002) 23.5–6.6
2–10 Someya et al. (2014) 82.1–16.4
netic field strength for this SNR. This derivation is purely
analytical, accommodated especially for the estimation of
the magnetic field strength in SNRs. The average equiparti-
tion field over the whole shell of N 103B is ∼235 µG with
an estimated minimum energy6 of Emin = 6.3 × 1048 erg.
This value is typical of young SNRs with a strongly am-
plified magnetic field. For example, its cousin and neigh-
bouring LMC SNR J0509–6731 has an estimated average
equipartition magnetic field strength of ∼168 µG (Bozzetto
et al. 2014b), while the much older (20–25 kyr) type Ia MC-
6We use the following N 103B values: θ = 0.24′, κ = 0, S1 GHz =
0.903 and f = 0.25; for κ = 0 we estimate the average equiparti-
tion field of 396 µG with an estimated minimum energy of Emin =
1.8 × 1049 erg which is probable overestimate, because physical back-
ground gives better equipartition arguments for κ = 0 (Urošević et al.
2018).
SNR J0508–6902 has a magnetic field strength of ∼28 µG
(Bozzetto et al. 2014a) or the middle-aged MCSNR J0530–
7007 where De Horta et al. (2012) estimated the equiparti-
tion magnetic field over the whole shell to be ∼53 µG.
3.6 Hα and X-ray emission
In Fig. 6 we compare our new ATCA 5500 MHz radio con-
tinuum observations to Hubble Space Telescope Hα emis-
sion (Li et al. 2017), and Chandra ‘soft’, ‘medium’ and
‘hard’ X-ray emission (0.3–0.6, 0.6–0.9 and 0.9–7.0 keV,
respectively). Li et al. (2017) have previously shown ther-
mal emission in Hα that corresponds to soft X-ray emission
seen by Lewis et al. (2003), and is particularly prominent to-
wards regions with dense optical knots. These thermal sig-
natures of an ionised circumstellar medium are not expected
to correspond to the N 103B radio emission which traces a
non-thermal component from electrons accelerated by the
SNR shock.
Nevertheless, some correlation between radio continuum
and hard non-thermal X-rays is expected. As seen in Fig. 6d
(0.9–7.0 keV), the hard X-ray emission follows the radio
emission, but not particularly closely. Although the large-
scale structure of N 103B radio continuum emission is ev-
idently enhanced in the Western part of SNR, comparing
with other two frequency (optical and X-ray) emissions no
exact/precise matching can be seen. There are many lines
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Fig. 6 (a) Hubble Space Telescope Hα image of N 103B (Li et al. 2017). (b), (c) and (d) Chandra 0.3–0.6, 0.6–0.9 and 0.9–7.0 keV images of
N 103B (Lewis et al. 2003). All images have ATCA 5500 MHz radio continuum contours (this study) overlaid
(Ne, Mg, Si, S, Ar, even Fe K) in 0.9–7.0 keV band, which
actually most likely dominates the emission from N 103B.
Perhaps, this is the main reason why even in that band they
are no particularly striking radio-to-X-ray match.
4 Comparison to similar age and type Ia
SNRs
We compare the morphological and physical characteristics
of young type Ia SNRs including their symmetry, average
fractional polarisation, alignment between X-ray, optical &
radio emission distribution to degeneracy models as listed
in Table 5. Although, no firm evidences for surviving pro-
genitor companions have been found in any of the proposed
young type Ia SNRs, we ‘predict’ the most likely degener-
acy scenarios based on common characteristics as found in
the literature and respective assumptions therein.7 Table 5
shows young (age ≤1000 years) type Ia SNRs in the Milky
Way and the LMC.
Diameter The SNRs from our sample show reasonably
similar sizes, which most likely reflects our selection criteria
of being young age (≤1000 yrs). Using the usual linear (or
slightly less than linear) expansion and assuming a canoni-
cal SN energy of 1051 ergs, the spread in diameter could be
more reflecting different ages and explosion energy.
Spectral index The spectral index (α) is similar for the
SNRs, with a slight preference for older SNR having shal-
lower spectral indices. In particular, N 103B is very simi-
7We also emphasise that most of these young SNRs have no firm type
Ia classification either.
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Table 5 Young (≤1000 yrs) type Ia SNRs in Galaxy (MW) and LMC.
The proposed degeneracy scenario listed in Column 8 are abbreviated
as SD for single degenerate and DD for double degenerate type Ia ex-
plosion. No firm evidence of surviving companions have been found
in any of these SNRs. We note that different methods were used to
estimate of the SNRs magnetic field













Tycho MW 4251 3.5–7.21 1.5–3.11 −0.582 20–30 at 4872 MHz3 50–4004 DD5
SN1006 MW 10006 ∼196 ∼2.186 −0.62 ∼17 at 1400 MHz7 30–408 DD9
Kepler MW 40710 ∼8.1810 ∼710 −0.642 ∼6 at 4835 MHz11 ∼41412 SD13
G1.9+0.3 MW ∼12014 415 8.515 −0.8116 6 at 5500 MHz17 27317 DD18
J0509–6731 LMC ∼31019 7.420 50 ∼ −0.7320 ∼26 at 5500 MHz20 16820 DD21
LHG 26 LMC ∼60022 8.322 50 ∼ −0.5423 ∼8 at 5500 MHz23 ∼17123 DD24
N 103B LMC 380–86025 6.826 50 ∼ −0.75 ∼ 8 at 5500 MHz 0.03–82.1 SD27
References: (1) Hughes (2000), (2) Green (2014), (3) Dickel et al. (1991), (4) Tran et al. (2015), (5) Woods et al. (2017), (6) Winkler et al. (2003),
(7) Reynoso et al. (2013), (8) Vink (2006), (9) Kerzendorf et al. (2018), (10) Patnaude et al. (2012), (11) DeLaney et al. (2002), (12) Arbutina
et al. (2012b), (13) Meng and Li (2019), (14) Pavlović (2017), (15) Reynolds et al. (2008) (16) Luken et al. (2019; in prep), (17) De Horta et al.
(2014b) (18) Borkowski et al. (2013), (19) Roper et al. (2018), (20) Bozzetto et al. (2014b), (21) Schaefer and Pagnotta (2012), (22) Borkowski
et al. (2006), (23) Bozzetto et al. (2012d), (24) Edwards et al. (2012), (25) Rest et al. (2005), (26) Bozzetto et al. (2017), and (27) Ghavamian et al.
(2017)
lar to J0509–6731, with α = −0.73 ± 0.02 (Bozzetto et al.
2014b).
Similarly, the radio spectral index among young type
Ia SNRs (see Table 5) varies from −0.81 in the youngest
Galactic SNR G1.9+0.3 to −0.6 in the oldest (SN1006). As
expected, the steepness of the radio spectral index is pro-
portional to their still young age, but we don’t see any ob-
vious connection between the proposed degeneracy model
and spectral index.
Morphology The Galactic environment plays an impor-
tant role in the morphological characteristics of an evolv-
ing SNR. Intriguingly, the six other young type Ia SNRs
from this sample are significantly more circular and sym-
metric than N 103B. Lopez et al. (2011) suggested a link
between the spherical thermal X-ray morphology and the
remnant type, where those SNRs resulting from a type Ia
SN explosion were more spherical than those from CC su-
pernovae. However, we shouldn’t forget that at such young
age of their evolution (<1000 yrs) any SNR would keep its
circular shape to some degree (Bozzetto et al. 2017).
J0509–6731, exhibits an almost circular (‘doughnut’)
morphology of 7.4 pc, with brightened regions towards
the south-western limb and a second brightened inner ring
which is only seen in the radio continuum (Bozzetto et al.
2014b; Roper et al. 2018). We see a very similar morphol-
ogy in all other young type Ia SNRs from our sample except
N 103B, which shows an obvious asymmetric distribution as
described earlier.
We note that J0509–6731 and N 103B, are positioned
∼ 1.5◦ and ∼ 0.5◦ respectively from the LMC’s main op-
tical bar. We might expect the expansion rate of N 103B to
be less than that of J0509–6731, since it is located closer to
the mid-plane of the LMC where the density of cold gas and
dust is typically higher than in the outer regions of dwarf ir-
regular galaxies. This cold gas may be the result of in-fall but
due to secular evolutionary processes eventually compressed
to form stars and at time-scales (∼ Gyr) due to Galactic disk
instabilities form bar and spiral structure typically found in
many disk galaxies. This in turn could also explain the fact
that the outer radio emission of N 103B is asymmetric and
the lower fractional polarisation found around N 103B as
compared to J0509–6731 since wind speeds would become
truncated.
The angular size of type Ia SNRs at this critical stage
of evolution shows interesting tendencies. Apart from the
oldest (SN1006) and youngest (G1.9+0.3) SNRs from our
sample, all five other SNRs have the same size of 7–8 pc.
Morphologically, we can see the evidence that N 103B as a
type Ia SD explosion is unique (among this sample) for its
asymmetric appearance. A plausible explanation, assuming
the SN explosion is of the SD type, is that the nearby gi-
ant companion star may have preferentially ‘blocked’ the
explosion front from freely propagating in one direction,
while in the other having evolved relatively ‘unobstructed’
into the ISM. On average, this would make DD expansion
velocities significantly larger than they would be for SD
events with apparent radii somewhat larger for a fixed age.
However, most hydro-dynamical simulations of SN type Ia
shock propagating show that a gap from the presence of
the companion is quickly ‘forgotten’. It’s more likely that
the asymmetrical structure of N 103B comes from the larger
scale environment (possibly affected by the progenitor sys-
tem winds).
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Polarisation and magnetic field The expectation is that the
type Ia SNR is expanding into a homogeneous regular mag-
netic field and it is evolved in such a way that the ambient
medium dominates the expansion. The RM around the shell
should be the same, with a gradient along the shell depend-
ing on the angle between the ambient magnetic field and
the plane of the sky. In the case of a very young SNR, the
magnetic field should be radial in 3-D space, in which case
RM symmetry should be observed. However, in our case the
magnetic field is concentrated in the Western side of the
remnant (Fig. 4). Therefore, we notice that the RM is dis-
tributed in the west-side of the remnant only (Fig. 5).
Bozzetto et al. (2014b) estimated the P value for J0509–
6731 at 5500 MHz of 26 ± 13%, which is somewhat higher
than the value for N 103B (∼8% at 5500 MHz). This may
be weakly correlated to age, since J0509–6731 is a younger
SNR (almost half the age of N 103B). However, the same
fractional polarisation value has been observed in another
young LMC SNR—LHG 26—both remnants are of approx-
imately the same age (Table 5). On the other hand, the young
Galactic SNRs show a disparity in P values. The P value for
the youngest Galactic SNR (G1.9+0.3) is very low in com-
parison to Tycho and SN 1006 (see Table 5). While the di-
versity in P values might be due to the difference in the am-
bient density and age, it also may indicate different types of
SNe. Specifically, Luken et al. (2019; in prep) show that the
alleged type Ia SNR G1.9+0.3 might actually be the product
of a core collapse SN based on RM, shape and strength of
its polarisation vectors.
Previous estimates of magnetic field strength in N 103B
vary between 0.03–82.1 µG (Table 4). Yet a stronger equipa-
trition field of 168 µG was estimated for J0509–6731 by
Bozzetto et al. (2014b), which is still lower than our esti-
mate of N 103B ∼235 µG. A similar situation can be seen
in other type Ia SNRs (Table 5). Although this SNR is a
relatively young one, the equipartition assumption is not so
proper for the determination of the magnetic field strength (it
can be estimated only to an order of magnitude (see Uroše-
vić et al. 2018). In any case, the estimated value of 168 µG
can be explained by the magnetic field amplification at the
strong shock of the relatively young and highly luminous
SNR. Based on the young type Ia SNRs in this study, we
can not see any clear differences in polarisation nor mag-
netic field strength that would lead us to conclude a distinct
difference between single or double degenerate SN scenar-
ios. However, further studies with larger sample sizes and
better constrained parameters are required to conclusively
rule out any connection.
The surface brightness to diameter diagram The position
of LMC SNR N 103B in the surface brightness to diame-
ter (	–D) diagram (	 = 6 × 10−19 W m−2 Hz−1 sr−1, D =
6.8 pc) by Pavlović et al. (2018), suggests that this remnant
is in the early Sedov phase, with an explosion energy of
1–1.5 × 1051 erg, which evolves in an environment with a
density of 0.02–0.2 cm−3. These values are as expected if
N 103B is interacting with a molecular cloud (Sano et al.
2018) where the average density is somewhat higher com-
pared to the rest of type Ia SNRs.
This result is also in a good accordance with the observed
steep overall radio spectral index. Actually, particle acceler-
ation is most efficient exactly in the early stage of the Sedov-
Taylor phase. In fact, in this evolutionary stage, the particle
acceleration is more efficient than in the ejecta dominated
free expansion phase.
Our estimate of N 103B surface brightness (	) is com-
parable to values found for Galactic remnants in rarefied
environments, such as LMC SNR J0509–6731 (	 = 1.1 ×
10−19 W m−2 Hz−1 sr−1, D = 7.4 pc), Tycho’s SNR (	 =
1.32 × 10−19 W m−2 Hz−1 sr−1, D = 7.4 pc), and Kepler’s
SNR (	 = 3.18 × 10−19 W m−2 Hz−1 sr−1, D = 8.18 pc);
Pavlović et al. (2013).
5 Conclusions
In this paper, we produced new radio continuum images for
the young LMC SNR N 103B using ATCA CABB data and
compared them with pre CABB images. Our new images are
of higher resolution and more sensitive than previous images
obtained by Dickel and Milne (1995).
We estimated N 103B radio spectral index of −0.75 ±
0.01 and found its shape to be concave-up. We suggest that
the most likely reason is the NLDSA effects or presence of
two different population of ultra-relativistic electrons.
We found that the radio morphology for this SNR is
asymmetric which is different from other young type Ia
LMC SNRs such as J0509–6731 or LHG 26, which exhibit
a circular morphology.
We place an upper limit on the expansion velocity of the
SNR shell and found our value to be consistent with that de-
termined for higher spatial resolution using X-ray data. We
detect that the SNR N 103B shows localized linear polari-
sation, especially in the north-west side of the remnant. The
average fractional polarisation for N 103B at 5500 MHz is
8 ± 1%, which is slightly higher than the value found by
Dickel and Milne (1995) due to higher sensitivity. We also
estimate the P value at 9000 MHz to be 13 ± 3%. Interest-
ingly, we found unpolarised clumps towards the south-west
bright region (Fig. 4) which might be a relic of the initial ex-
plosion. Our new α value for N 103B is consistent with that
of previous studies of −0.75 ± 0.01 and inline with other
young type Ia SNRs.
In order to estimate the strength of the magnetic field
for this SNR, we calculated RM at three frequencies (4817,
5500, and 6183 MHz). The mean value of RM was 200 ±
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20 rad m−2 and we estimated the magnetic field strength for
this SNR to be ∼16.4 µG. We also estimate the equiparti-
tion field to be ∼235 µG with a minimum energy of Emin =
6.3 × 1048 erg.
When comparing N 103B with other similar type Ia
SNRs we suggest that the SD types could be somewhat
asymmetrical in appearance while DD are well and circu-
larly shaped.
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